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Abstract
Kidnappers have become thorns in the flesh of citizens and foreigners
domicile in Ogun state. The paper examines causes of kidnapping and
its consequences, investigates the roles of schools, religion and
government in tackling the problem. The paper adopted a descriptive
method; questionnaires were administered among Churches in Ogun
State. Analysis revealed quest for ransom, revenge, rituals, Poverty,
youth’s unemployment, and many more. Kidnappings have economic,
political, social and psychological impacts. The paper proposed
families, schools, religion and government interventions,
strengthening the culture of hard work and stepping up of religious
ethical teachings.
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Introduction
The existence of kidnappers has become a thorn in the flesh of many
citizens and foreigners domicile in Ogun state, Nigeria. Kidnapping is
growing at an extraordinary rate across the State. People’s movements
to their work places have been hindered by the fear of kidnappers.
Kidnapping activities have increased in an overwhelming manner
between 2014 and 2017. In Nigeria it was reported that over 2000
people including young Chibok girls, government officials, politicians
and kings were subjected to kidnap (Abdulkabir, 2017). Kidnap for
ransom is fast becoming a lucrative business motivated by profit
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rather than principle (Briggs, 2001). Thus, the need for alertness, call
to order and an overhaul of security institutions in a country where
crime precedes security (Zeman et al. 2018; Teivāns-Treinovskis et
al. 2018; Kuril 2018). The menace of Kidnapping destabilizes the
social frameworks of society by wearing away the sense of security
and safety. Its cost could be tangible, intangible, economic, social,
physical, psychological, primary and secondary on individual and
society at large (Ene, W. R 2018).For instance, in the year 2008
Nigeria was placed sixth on the global kidnap index by an online
tourism site (Ujumadu, 2008; Ekpe, 2009).
The report above could serve as an assumption due to lack of
accurate statistical data. Also Ekpe, reported that Nigeria recorded
512 cases of kidnapping and 30 dead persons recorded in 2009. The
Nigerian police record shows also that in 2009, kidnappers and
hostage keepers got N15 million in ransom and about N100 million
were collected as ransom in between 2006 – 2009. Kidnapping cases
in southern Nigeria have been ravaging daily (Kyrian, 2009).
Kidnapping drives away investment, both foreign direct investments
and domestic and consequently slows down growth.The fear of who
will be the next victim is all in the air, since kidnappers spare no one
as far as their motives are achieved. Over the last few years, the
wealthy and the income earners have been picked up by kidnappers
who only free their victims after payments of ransom. Old people as
well as children between the ages of two and five years have been
taken hostage. The incident of kidnapping has affected Nigeria’s
image as a nation abroad. The paper would explore areas of family,
educational, governmental and religious intervention in the violent
crime process of kidnapping especially to proffer solution that would
be both enduring and peace sustaining.
Objectives of the Stud
The paper will work towards achieving the following objectives:
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1. To examine the causes of kidnapping in Ogun State.
2. Tohighlight the resultant consequences of kidnapping in Ogun
State
3. To scrutinize the role of schools, families, the government and the
church as a religious organisation, in tackling kidnapping as a
social problem in Ogun State.
Statement of the Problem
The existence of kidnappers has become a thorn in the flesh of many
citizens and foreigners domicile in Ogun state, south western Nigeria.
Kidnapping is growing at an extra-ordinary rate across the South
West geopolitical zone of the Nigeria. People’s movements to their
working places have been hampered by the fear of kidnappers. The
Paper attempt would be to explore areas of education, family,
government and religious intervention in the violent crime process of
kidnapping especially to proffer solution that would be both enduring
and peace sustaining.
Research Questions
The paper will thus provide answers to the following questions:
1. What are the causes of kidnapping in Ogun State?
2. What are the consequences of kidnapping in Ogun State?
3. What are the roles of the Schools, families, government and church
as a religious organisation and socio-religion solutions or policies
that could be formulated in tackling kidnapping as a social
problem?
Theoretical Framework
These three theories are very relevant to this paper that set out to
evaluates the causes, the Consequences and the dominance of
kidnappings in Nigeria:
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1. The Strain Theory: This theory is a sociologically belief that,
pressure mounted on an individual by social structures within the
society (derived from social factors) such as lack of income or lack of
quality education, which some may not have the means to achieve,
which eventually put strain on them and may drive an individual to
commit crimes such as peddling of drugs, prostitution to make wealth
(Wikipedia, 2018). The theory is propounded by Emile Durkheim and
was advanced by Merton (1938) and others.
2. Frustration–Aggression Theory: Frustration–Aggression theory
was propounded by John Dollard and his team of researchers in 1939.
The theory was expanded and modified by Leonard Berkowitz and
others in 1962. This theory believes that when individuals or groups
are denied what they feel they desire legitimately, they feel
disappointed which will lead to frustration and violent behaviour. The
violent behaviour will be directed at those they perceive are
responsible directly or indirectly for such denial. It also maintains that
where expectation does not meet attainment, people tend to confront
those they feel are responsible for not attaining the expected issues or
benefits. The non-attainment of the expectation leads to anger,
frustration and aggressive behaviour or violence. This theory is of the
opinion that when youths struggles to go through the rigours of
training themselves in schools and eventually come out in flying
colours hoping they will get a rewarding job at the end of the day but
the jobs are nowhere to be found, and six years after graduation are
still been forced to depend on parents that struggle to see them
through schools, some might get frustrated and decided to be involved
in any crime just to make end meet.
Conceptual Clarification
Kidnapping: Kidnapping is a universal occurrence that is as old as
creation itself. It is a phenomenon that has been in existence since the
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creation of a coordinated human’s society. Kidnapping has become
widespread in the Nigerian society, having a serious effect on our
communal sense of right and wrong. For example, in the year 2008,
Nigeria was placed sixth on the global kidnap index by an online
tourism site. According to Ekpe, (2009), Nigeria recorded 512 cases
of kidnapping and 30 persons were put on record to have died in their
kidnappers‟ den that year out of 353 cases recorded throughout 2008.
In the same way, Kyrian (2009) also documented that the former
Inspector General of Police in Nigeria had noted that, kidnappers and
hostage takers got about USD100 million between 2006 and 2009.
Kidnapping is to forcefully seize, take away and unlawful
detailing a person against his/her will. It is a common offence against
the law and the victim. It is places restriction on the victims’ liberty
which is not in tandem with the provision of freedom of movement as
documented in the constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria.
Kidnapping is perceived as an act of an angry man who wants to take
any person of value hostage, and who could be rescued by loved ones.
In most cases, victims are often released after payment of ransom
(Nwaorah, 2009). Kidnapping is a serious criminal offence. It is an
act of seizing, taking away and keeping a person in custody either by
force or fraud. However, it includes snatching and seizing of a person
in order to collect a ransom in return or settle some scores of
disagreement among people.
Changes of societal values will lead to degeneration in moral
behaviour as implied by Obasola (2015) in Olulowo (2017) where it
was argued that, the concept of morality serves as the foundation
upon which the construction of a truly righteous and classless society
rests. Similarly, moral principles form a fundamental aspect of every
culture as they outline broadly, codes of behaviour or conducts for the
individual, on the one hand, and the society, on the other.
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Crimes: It is violation of societal rules of behaviour as interpreted
and expressed by a criminal legal code created by people holding
social and political power. Individuals who violate these rules are
subject to sanctions by state authority, social stigma and loss of status.
Thomas and Nta (2009) explained kidnapping as stealing of the
highest order. It is a prearranged and orderly robbery which is not as
fatal as armed-robbery, but more lucrative than the former. The
profitability has encouraged those that engaged in it to carry on with
the act although there is a law prohibiting it. In criminal law,
kidnapping is defined as taking away of a person by force, threat or
deceit with intent to cause him/her to be detained against his or her
will (Asuquo, 2009).
Kidnapping is a crime of unlawful, forceful seizure and detention
of a person or persons against his/her or their wish, in anticipation of
payment of ransom or to settle some scores of disagreement (Linus,
2015). It is restriction to someone else liberty which is a violation to
the provision of freedom of movement as enshrined in the constitution
of Federal Republic of Nigeria (Okonkwo, 1980). Siegel (1986) sees
kidnapping by nature is an acquisitive crime which is an offense
against the value system of a society.
Any person who unlawfully imprison, and take him out of
Nigeria, without his consent, or unlawfully imprison any person
within Nigeria in such a manner as to prevent him from applying to a
court for his release or from discovering to any other person the place
where he is imprisoned, or in such a manner as to prevent any person
entitled to have access to him from discovering the place where he is
imprisoned. Is guilty of felony and is liable to imprisonment for ten
years (Section 364 of Nigeria Criminal Code). Ugwu (2010) avowed
that, there is a dehumanizing tendency involved in the crime of
kidnapping as it often leads to the death of the victim. The view of
Ugwu is essentially true because kidnapping crime is carried out in
our country, the issue is usually beyond ransom taking because death
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is usually a resultant consequence, for those who cannot or whose
people could not meet up with the often exorbitant amount called out
for as ransom even after a disgracing bargain or negotiation.
Socio-Religious Ethics: The executive summary of Saint Augustine
ethical theory was reflected in one of his prayers in which he asked
God to give him what God commanded and God should command
what God willed. He linked moral content to divine status of morality
to the idea of God. God was related to moral standards. Augustine
averred that the will of God whatever its content was good and was a
source of blessing. Thus, the entire issues of morality were found in
an appeal to God and a love for him. Aristotle is of the opinion that
many people abstain from crimes because of their fear of penalties.
They are never moved by a sense of honour, respect or dignity to
avoid criminal actions. This he posits, is the reason why such people
cannot experience true happiness (Dzurgba, 1989). Agents of societal
ethics have been saddled with the responsibility of impacting societal
ethical values. These are those who by virtue of their positions in the
society have been given this noble task. As it is very obvious, that
man unaided may not adhere or obey any societal ethics. It was also
noted from experience that every man has propensity to be selfish
indeed and unless self-centeredness is restricted by a means of social
control, there would be conflicts of interest among members of the
society. Therefore, to behave in such a way that will take into
consideration the interest of others around us or who our behaviour
could affect is taken into serious consideration is the focal teaching of
religious ethics. Hence, there is an urgent need for the agents of
religious ethics who will teach and inculcate ethics of religion. Thus,
these agents could be both the visible and invisible agents (Olulowo,
2017 adapted from Ayantayo, 2009).
It is also noted that because societal ethics is ‘persons and
interpersonal related’, it confers some responsibilities of teaching and
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articulating it on some people. Certain agents are saddled with such
obligation. However, they apply both religious and secular procedures
to teach it and the message they pass across is for the benefit of the
people in the society irrespective of their religious disposition. He
argued that this is possible because religious people live in the society
generally where there is the tendency to borrow secular methods of
coaching ethics. This research will discuss agents and methods of
teaching ethics as related to issue of Kidnapping as they manifest in
school, tradition and Christianity. Ayantayo (2009) noted further that
in Christianity, the Holy Spirit constitutes an agent of imbibing
religious ethics. This He, does by inspiring Christians, motivating
them to do whatsoever is right. This assertion is attested to by the
following Old and New Testament scriptures (Numbers 11:29, 24:2, 1
Samuel 16: 6, 21, 2 Samuel 23: 2; Hosea 9: 7); and teaches people
(Luke 12: 12; John 114: 26). The Bible teaches that the Holy Spirit
teaches, gives counsel, truthful, omnipresent and benevolent (Isaiah
40: 13 & Deut. 4: 8-9 and 18; Neh. 9: 20, and John 5:6, Psa. 139: 710). The implication of this is that Holy Spirit dwells in people as
exemplified in the following scriptural passages (Ezek 36: 27, John
14: 7; Rom. 8: 9; 1 Cor. 3: 16; 6: 16; 2 Timothy 1: 14; 1 John 2: 27).
Other human agents or channels through who the Holy Spirit
works for articulating Christian ethical values are the Clergy, Pastors
or Reverend Ministers male and female alike, Prophets and
Prophetess, Evangelists, Deacons and Deaconesses, Elders, Sunday
School Teachers, Juvenile Teachers, Leaders of Christian societies,
unions and Church Associations (Adeogun, 1986). Other responsible
agents for inculcating social ethics are Christian education centres
such as seminary, theological colleges, mission schools, monasteries
and convents, hospitals, orphanages, rehabilitation centres, leprosaria
etc. Each of the above complements the other in their mode of
operations. The Bible serves as their guide. The Church has the right
to punish anyone who violates the ethical sequencers and sometimes
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they could even expel or give other punitive measures (Ayantayo,
2009). Olulowo (2018) noted that societal agents of ethical code and
conduct are the combination of both secular and religious leaders.
They comprises of the Kings and paramount rulers; Leaders of clans
and villages; the head of families, teachers of all primaries, secondary
and tertiary institutions; the law enforcement agents, members of all
Para military and the military institutions and Political leaders and all
political office holders.
The Causes of Kidnapping
Ohakhire (2010) clarified that kidnapping is associated with quest for
ransom, revenge and ritual. That is the dictum of kidnapping ‘3rs’ of
kidnapping. Other researchers have also campaigned for the following
reasons to be responsible for Kidnapping:
1. Challenge of Poverty: Poverty is a global phenomenon which is a
recurring problem in Nigeria. It is evident from personal observation,
scholarly works, newspaper, radio and television that despite its
abundant resources and oil wealth, Nigeria is ravaged by poverty. The
situation has worsened since the late 1990’s to the extent that the
country is considered one of the twenty poorest countries in the
world; over seventy percent of the population is classified as poor
with about thirty five percent living in abject poverty (Rural Poverty
Portal, 2008). Kinoti (1994) in Olulowo (2017) posited that poverty is
directly related to crime. He contends that if people do not have
enough to eat, they steal to survive. When people become desperate
for food and other necessities they will steal and even kill to get what
they need. The 2004 Human Development Indicators put Nigeria as
number 151 out of 177 countries. Poverty in Nigeria is generally
believed to be prime cause of kidnapping in the country.
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2. Challenge of Unemployment: Lack of employment opportunities
for the youths in different parts of Nigeria is one major cause of
prevalence of kidnapping. Inyang (2009) associated kidnapping to
the endemic rate of youth joblessness. He corroborated this fact by
citing the widely acknowledged adage, which says that “an idle man
is the devil’s workshop” to present the situation of unemployment in
Nigeria. Linus (2015) noted that there are uncountable able-bodied
men and women in Nigeria roaming the streets in search of non
existing job. Out of frustration together with mounting responsibilities
to tackle many idle young persons have ventured into criminal
activities of which kidnapping are not an exemption. A graduate who
is unable to secure a job is psychologically bereft of other means of
survival. Such. The existence of vast reservoir of unemployed youths
and underground republic in the country. It is called the republic of
hoodlums, a reservoir of almost limitless supply of hungry, angry,
willing and able fighters for murky causes. It is from this army that
the various ethnic militias and kidnappers are drawing their cadre
(Amuta, 2001).
3. Proliferation of Arms and Military Uniforms: Inyang (2009) in
Ilechukwu Leonard Chidi, Uchem and Asogwa Uche (2015) believed
that the purchase of large number of arms as a result of political
patronage of miscreant who were dumped after elections may
indirectly encourage and enhance kidnapping. He equated today’s
kidnapping situation to the bane of arm robbery in the early eighties
where many young-able bodied men who fought during the Nigerian
civil war were discharged and sent home with nothing. Meanwhile
since the schools they left behind were destroyed and there were no
jobs to engage them and keep them busy. Many of them consequently
took to armed robbery, since as ex-soldiers they were armed with
weapons, having acquired the skill and guns during the war. The story
is almost the same today as politicians employ most idle youths as
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political thugs and later dumped them after elections. Therefore, the
youths (thugs) who have been abandoned by their master after
winning elections are now busy kidnapping innocent person and
relative of those persons they surged to be wealthy (Inyang and
Ubong, 2013).
4. Policy of Cashless Economy: Some are of the opinion that, the
prevalence of kidnapping is no unconnected with the recent cashless
economy that had reduced the possibility of pilfering huge amount of
cash. They added that the armed robbers then transform into
kidnapping. Those robbers see kidnapping as being more lucrative
than stealing (Linus, 2015).
5. Moral Decadence and Quest to Get Rich Quick Syndrome
The challenge of moral decadence and the quest to get rich syndrome
are some of causative factors of kidnapping according to Inyang and
Ubong (2013). Inyang (2009) again established these in his
proposition that in Nigeria, nobody asks questions on how people
make their wealth. He contended that a poor person today, can show
up with an expensive car tomorrow and nobody dare to question the
sudden wealth. He further asserted that people who have donated
money to develop their communities are rewarded with chieftaincy
titles thereby creating a wrong impression in the minds of Nigerian
youth who thereafter take to kidnapping. Inyang and Ubong (2013)
identified greed as one of causes of kidnapping in Nigeria. They
averred that, greed has caused many persons to take part in heinous
criminal acts. Kidnapping is perhaps one crime that promotes greed
and despair on the human person. For many, it is greed that pushes
perpetrators to brutalize and torture a stranger and put his family
through a cruel ordeal for weeks, months sometimes years.
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6. Corruption and Poor Governance: The economic failure is
attributed to wearing down of the state’s institutional and
administrative capacities, corruption pandemic, inconsistency in
economic policy, external shocks, poor state of the rule of law and
military dictatorship, rising ethnic nationality conflicts and the state’s
inability to implement its policies and decisions due to corruption and
refraction of such policies through prism of ethnic and sectional
interest provoked some other sections to criminality especially that of
kidnapping (Arewa, 2013). This is called the breakdown of
institutional infrastructures (Fukuyama, 2004). The foundations of
institutional framework in Nigeria are very insecure and have
motivated a weakening of state governance and democratic
accountability, thus, paralyzing the existing formal and legitimate
rules nested in the hierarchy of social order (Achumba, et al, 2013).
The state of insecurity in Nigeria is a function of government failure.
This manifests in the incapacity of government to deliver public
goods to its citizens (Igbuzor, 2011). This lack of basic necessities by
the Nigerian people has created a growing army of frustrated people
who resort to violence at the slightest provocation or opportunity.
Even though, Nigeria is full of resources to meet the needs of her
people, the well-established culture of corruption in public service has
brought about the drought of basic necessities.
7. Problem Inadequate Equipment of Law enforcement Agencies:
Thon-Otuya (2010) posits that most of the kidnaps carried out by the
militant that their victims are always ferried to the creek for custody.
She further asserts that the Nigerian navy does not have enough
functional equipment to monitor and secure the porous water way.
The Navy, according to her, has only about ten (10) combat ships
with about twelve (12) defender boats; none of this ship is below
thirty years. She is inadequately equipped to police her sea lanes, and
this makes her inadequately equipped to monitor sea pirates and
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kidnap activities. The police and the customs are also ill equipped to
match the sophisticated weapons been used by these hoodlum.. Apart
from inadequate equipment, the members of the law enforcement
agents are corrupt and lack will power to fight the criminals to
conclusive end.
8. Loss of the Patriarchal Authority by Nigerian State
Nigeria has lost the patriarchal moral authority which is necessary in
the socialization process, the same way, a father who ought to
constitute the central and dominant figure in a family unit loses
authority as a result of his failure to discharge his obligations as the
central and dominant figure to Meetfor the needs of members of his
household (Arewa, 2013). Patriarchal authority emanates from
consistency in the discharge of those obligations. Where the
obligations are habitually discharged in the breach, the patriarch loses
its grip and progressively becomes unable to rein in the behaviour of
the citizenry. Extreme poverty in the country as a result of Job lost
has made some parents to relinquished some of their duties as bread
winners of the house Hence, poverty has turned many young adults
into bread-winners in their different families. In order to have their
needs and that of their family members met, some girls to engage in
premarital sex and boys do engage in other heinous crimes such as
kidnapping, drug peddling, arm robbery and ritual killings to get
money but little or no attention is paid to the source of the money;
even when parents become aware of the source, their sense of
judgment is beclouded by the shame of their inability to play their
primary role in providing for their homes. They simply rationalize
that, after all, the needs are met. The popular slogan among young
adults today is ‘use what you have to get what you want’ (Olulowo,
2017).
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9. The Use of Hard Drug
The increase of kidnapping is connected to high use and trafficking of
hard drugs (Okoli, 2009). The use of hard drugs no doubt leads to
violent crimes such as kidnapping and armed robbery within the
country. Several drug sale joints are emerging everyday where
criminal activities are planned, perfected and executed. Some streets
in the state have been turned into no-go areas for law abiding
residents as unscrupulous miscreants have turned them into ghettos
and hideouts for their hard drugs operation. After taking the drugs,
the takers became high, fearless, bold and inhuman and they can
perpetrate kidnapping under this state of mind without qualms of
conscience.
10. Inequality and Absence of Fairness and Justice
The perception of marginalization by many Nigerians is informed by
the ostentation showed by thePolitical class and elite vis-à-vis the
grinding poverty to which citizens was subjected to. Even security has
been bourgeoisified by the elite. As Egwu (2000) contends, the
security of the Nigerian nation-state has been reduced to that of the
ruler and his immediate supporters, thus, the security calculus of the
Nigerianstate has failed because it does not include vital aspects of
social and national development supported by the provision of basic
social, economic or even military conditions necessary for effective
national security. This state of inequality, unfairness and injustice has
toughened the people, forcing them to take their destiny into their
hands.
The Consequences of Kidnapping
Economic Effect of Kidnapping: Inyang and Ubong (2013) in
Ilechukwu (2015) averred that the economic effects of kidnapping
include direct and indirect costs. Direct Cost of Kidnapping involves
the economic value that individuals and government may be lost to
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kidnappers, much money has been paid as ransom. Former Inspector
of Police, Sir Mike Okiro, reported that N15 billion have been paid as
ransom to the kidnappers between 2006 and 2009 (Kyrian, 2009).
Inyang and Ubong (2013) posited out that in many cases, it is often
the bread winners of families that are usually targeted, the implication
is always felt particularly within the family, whereby members of
such families will have to feed themselves and adjust to their normal
daily activities, until they secure the release of the victim. If the
victim is a businessman or woman the business will suffer, if he is a
civil servant or an artisan, his place of work will be affected
adversely. In both cases there is going to be some setback. Indirect
Cost of Kidnapping includes expenditure on preventive measures,
such as the employment of private security personnel. At government
level, the economic effects include the expenditure on security and
security agencies (Inyang and Ubong, 2013).
Political Effects of Kidnapping
Kidnapping can create political effects like:
1. Elective and Political Violence: There can be increase in the use of
political thugs of strong politicians to threaten their political
opponents, thereby derailing the democratic process (Thom-Otuya,
2010).
2. According to Thom-Outya (201) the alarming rate of kidnapping
activities in the country could overturn democracyand pave way
for military invasion into politics and send the politicians parking.
If political gladiators will usekidnapping, as established crime in
Nigeria to intimidate their opponent, then, they will be prompting
militarystorming into Nigeria politics to remedy the insecurity of
lives, properties and business with military dispatch.This according
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to (Otuya, 2010) will lead to the utmost backwardness of Nigeria
society.
3. Kidnapping activities shoot up the abundance of arms. The
business requires good firing power i.e firearms inorder to kidnap
the targeted victims, to scare people out of the sight and to resist
the law enforcement agents.Politicians equip the thugs with arms
to use in threatening their opponents.
4. The inability of the security agencies to stop kidnapping
occurrences in the country exposes the weakness of thesecurity
agencies in the country.
Social Effects of Kidnapping
1. Kidnapping affects the social life and social relation of many
people who are held hostages in their homes from dust to dawn, for
fear of being kidnapped (Inyang and Ubong 2013). As a result of
kidnapping, night travel has become a high risk. Furthermore,
many people have been forced out of their newly completed houses
by kidnappers. People are compelled to present an unfinished look
of poverty by not painting the external walls of their houses. Many
people are afraid to buy or use new motor vehicles for the fear of
kidnappers. Soyombo (2009), attests that rich people have resorted
to riding in taxi cab and commercial motorcycle popularly called
Okada to markets, schools, offices and social outings as a means to
check hostage takers.
2. Theincident of kidnapping in the era of democracy in Nigeria dents
the image of the nation in the global scene (Ilechuckwu et al.
2015).Thom-Otuya (2010) observed that in the game of
international relations, the image and prestige of a countryis very
important to her interest. If Nigeria that ought to attract foreign
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investors has a very poor and dentedimage, she will probably find
it difficult making friends and attracting foreign investors. The
truth of thematter is exposed by Odey (2001) when he noted that
everywhere in the world; Nigerians are generallyfeared like dogs,
dreaded like criminals, cautiously approached like snakes and
avoided as a leper.
Psychological/Emotional Effects
Kidnapping creates physical and psychological fear of insecurity
among the Nigerians. This makes contractors to abandon their project
due to fear of being kidnapped. This trend retards growth and
development. For instance, oil workers abandoned their job for their
safety, at the detriment to oil production which is the main source of
our economy. Nigeria earns over 90% of foreign exchange from oil
and gas production as result of kidnapping. It translates to great threat
to the National security and challenges to the government and law
enforcement agency. Fear of insecurity could lead to migration of
foreign investors to other countries. Consequently this creates capital
flight from the state thereby affecting the economy of the nation.
Companies can be closed making some people jobless. This could
create threat to security of the nation (Ilechuckwu et al. 2015).
Moral Effects of Kidnapping
1. Some victims of the kidnappers could be sexually abused in the
process of their captors await the demanded payment (Ilechuckwu
et al. 2015)
2. Some victims of the kidnappers have lost their lives in the hands of
their abductors. ForInstance: Dr. Gabriel Olowoyo, the Attah of
Aiyede Orisagbeni died in motor accident when he was being
transported by the kidnappers; Henrian Omovegie was kidnapped
and killed in Delta state; Mrs. Owoidighe Ekpoattai and two
policemen died in the hand of their abductors, among many others.
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Life is sacred, but kidnappers have made human life to lose its
value. Their immoral acts have reduced man into semblance of
animals. They have made man to lose his freedom and dignity
(Ilechuckwu et al. 2015)
Methodology
The research design was both descriptive survey method of enquiry
and the historical research method. It utilized both primary and
secondary sources of data collections. These data were collected,
organized and critically analyzed. Christians from the Pentecostal,
Mainline, Evangelicals and African Independent Churches in the
three Senatorial Districts of Ogun State, Nigeria constituted the
population for this study. Structured questionnaire is designated to
gather data from three senatorial districts of Ogun states and they are:
Ogun East, Ogun Central and Ogun West. Thus, for the three
senatorial districts a total of 12 churches were purposively selected to
represent the state for the purpose of the administration of
questionnaires. Thus we have 200 copies of questionnaires to be
administered on selected Pentecostal, Evangelical, Mainline and
African Independent Churches in each of the 3 senatorial districts of
the State. A total of 600 copies of the questionnaire were administered
in the three senatorial districts of Ogun State. The questionnaire has
16 items under various headings; the instrument has sections 1 & 2.
Section 1 seeks the respondents’ opinion about the causes of
kidnapping prevalence in Ogun State. Section 2 gathers data on
consequences of kidnapping in Ogun State and on the Church
particularly. The instrument was prepared with scale question method
which requires the respondents to choose in terms of categories of
certain option and phenomena of interests. This necessitates the use of
strongly agrees (SA), Agree (A), Disagree (D) and Strongly Disagree
(SD). A total of 600 questionnaires were administered among
Christians from the Pentecostal, mainline, evangelicals and African
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independent churches and tertiary institutions in the three senatorial
districts of Ogun State South-West Nigeria. Four hundred and seventy
two (472) were retrieved and found usable, which represent the return
rate of 78.7% (seventy eight point six percent) these were deemed
good enough to be subjected to statistical analysis. Data collected in
this study was quantitatively interpreted and analyzed using
descriptive statistics such as Frequency count, percentages (%), Mean
(X) and standard deviation (SD). The analysis was done based on
each research questions raised. The statistical package for the social
sciences (SPSS) was used to analyze the data.
Tables of Results
Section 1- Causes of Kidnappings in Ogun State
Research Question One: - What Are the Causes of Kidnapping
in Ogun State?
Table 1: The Causes of Kidnapping in Ogun State
S/N
1 Kidnapping is associated with
quest for ransom, revenge and
ritual.
2 Poverty and social injustice
leads to frustration which
incline citizens to criminality.
3 Lack of employment
opportunities for the youths is
one major cause of prevalence
of kidnapping
4 Proliferation of Arms with
military uniforms and
politicians patronizes
miscreants enhances
kidnapping
5 Moral Decadence and Quest
to Get Rich Quick Syndrome
among youths predisposes

SA
344
(72.88)

A
63 (26.69)

D
2(0.42)

SD
----

330
(69.92)

132 (27.97) 10(2.12) ----

322 (68.22) 142 (30.08) 4 (0.85) 4 (0.85)

294 (62.29) 132 (22.97) 24(5.08) 22(4.66)

324 (68.64) 142 (30.08) 2(0.42)
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6

7

8

them to kidnapping
Government lacks of equity
314(65.53) 150(31.78) 4(0.85)
and fairness in the business of
governance causes kidnapping
Inadequate equipping of law 320(68.09) 146(31.06) 2(0.42)
enforcement Agencies and
corruptions makes them lack
the will power to combat
kidnapping
The increase of kidnapping is 164 (34.75) 132 (22.97) 4(0.85)
connected with high use and
trafficking of hard drugs

4(0.85)

4(0.85)

4(0.85)

Table 7 showed the Causes of Kidnapping in Ogun State as perceived
by the respondents. Majority of the respondents are in agreement with
the issues raised in the instrument as to the Causes of Kidnapping in
Ogun State. Those that admitted that each of the eight (8) items on the
Causes of Kidnapping in Ogun State were above 90% in each case.
Conversely, in the opinion of the respondents; they are in agreement
with the following statements:
1. Kidnapping is associated with quest for ransom, revenge and ritual.
2. Poverty and social injustice leads to: lacks and frustration which
incline citizens to criminality as means of survival.
3. Lack of employment opportunities for the youths in Ogun State is
one major cause of prevalence of kidnapping
4. Proliferation of Arms with military uniforms and politicians
patronises miscreants enhances kidnapping
5. Moral Decadence and Quest to Get Rich Quick Syndrome among
youths predisposes them to kidnapping
6. Government lacks of equity and fairness in the business of
governance causes kidnapping
7. Inadequate equipping of law enforcement Agencies and corruptions
makes them lack the will power to combat kidnapping
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8. The increase of kidnapping is connected with high use and
trafficking of hard drugs
Section 2: In this section, the data collected were analysed to provide
answers to the research questions raised in chapter one.
Research Question Two: What Are the Roles of the Church in
Curbing Kidnapping in Ogun State?
Table 2: The Roles of the Education, Government and Church in
Curbing Kidnapping in Ogun State
S/N
1 The Church as agents of
societal ethics has been
saddled with the
responsibility of impacting
societal ethical values.
2 The Church should teach that
people must be moved by a
sense of honour, respect or
dignity to avoid criminal
actions.
3 The focal teaching of
religious ethics should be
that people must behave in
such a way that will take into
consideration the interest of
others around us or who our
behaviour could affect.
4 The church ethical agents
should teach Bible ethics in
the power of the Holy Spirit
for it to make the needed
impact and bring about
behavioural and attitudinal
change

SA
300(63.56)

A
172(36.44)

D
------

SD
-----

312(66.10)

156(33.05)

4(0.85)

------

306(64.83)

162(34.32)

4(0.85)

------

298(63.14)

168(35.59)

4(0.85)

-------
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The Church ethical agents
must encourage baptism of
the Holy spirit for
parishioners that have been
saved; because he inspires
Christians, motivating them
to do whatsoever is right.
Church should encourage
Christian education centers
such as seminary, mission
schools, monasteries and
convents, hospitals,
rehabilitation centers,
leprosaria who themselves
are responsible agents for
inculcating social ethics.
Societal agents of ethical
code and conduct are the
combination of both secular
and religious leaders such as
Kings and paramount rulers;
Leaders of clans and villages;
the head of families e. t. c.
The church should therefore
use their every opportunity at
their disposal to influence
political leaders and other
secular leaders in the church
to make policies that will
reduce the high level of
poverty and unemployment
in the country.

352(74.58)

116(24.58)

4(0.85)

-------

360(76.27)

108(22.88)

4(0.85)

-------

332(70.34)

124(26.27)

4(0.85)

--------

230(48.73)

80(16.95)

22(4.66
)

140(29.
66)

Table 9 above showed the Roles of the Church in Curbing Kidnapping
in Ogun State as perceived by the respondents of the study. Majority of
the respondents are in agreement with the issues raised in the
instrument as to the strategies that if employed will curb kidnappings.
Those that admitted that each of the eight (8) items is good strategies
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that can be used by the church to curb kidnappings were above 65%
and above in each case. Conversely, in the opinion of the respondents;
they are in agreement with the following statements:
1. The Church as agents of societal ethics has been saddled with the
responsibility of impacting societal ethical values.
2. The Church should teach that people must be moved by a sense of
honour, respect or dignity to avoid criminal actions.
3. The focal teaching of religious ethics should be that people must
behave in such a way that will take into consideration the interest
of others around us or who our behaviour could affect.
4. The church ethical agents should teach Bible ethics in the power
of the Holy Spirit for it to make the needed impact and bring
about behavioural and attitudinal change
5. The Church ethical agents must encourage baptism of the Holy
Spirit for parishioners that have been saved; because he inspires
Christians, motivating them to do whatsoever is right.
6. Church should encourage Christian education centers such as
seminary, mission schools, monasteries and convents, hospitals,
rehabilitation centers, leprosaria who themselves are responsible
agents for inculcating social ethics.
7. Societal agents of ethical code and conduct are the combination of
both secular and religious leaders such as Kings and paramount
rulers; Leaders of clans and villages; the head of families’ e. t. c.
8. The church should therefore use their every opportunity at their
disposal to influence political leaders and other secular leaders in
the church to make policies that will reduce the high level of
poverty and unemployment in the country.
Discussion of Findings
Section A: Probes the causes of Kidnapping in Ogun State
Under this section, we shall be discussing each of these items as
follows:
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Item No. 1 affirmed that Kidnapping is associated with quest for
ransom, revenge and ritual. Out of a total of 472 respondents, a
majority of 470 respondents representing 99.58% agreed that
Kidnapping is associated with quest for ransom, revenge and ritual.
While the minority two respondents representing 0.42% disagreed
with this assertion. This decision of majority of the respondents
agrees totally with Ohakhire (2010) and Olulowo (2010) who both
clarified that kidnapping is associated with quest for ransom, revenge
and ritual or any form of crime. They averred that Ritual killings,
which are so common in our society, can also be traced back to the
problem of suffering.
Item No. 2 affirmed that Poverty and social injustice leads to
frustration which inclines citizens to criminality as means of survival.
Out of a total of 472 respondents, a majority of 462 respondents
representing 97.88% agreed that Poverty and social injustice leads to
frustration which inclines citizens to criminality as means of survival.
While the minority ten respondents representing 0.42% disagreed
with this assertion. The decision of the majority of the respondents
was in agreement with Olulowo (2010) also observed that increase in
the rate of cultism on our campuses can be traced back to a lot of
children who are trying to cover up for their damaged self estimation.
Poverty in the family has brought out the worst of every member of
the family.
Item No. 3 affirmed that lack of employment opportunities for the
youths in Ogun State is one major cause of prevalence of kidnapping.
Out of a total of 472 respondents, a majority of 464 respondents
representing 98.30% agreed that lack of employment opportunities for
the youths is one major cause of prevalence of kidnapping. While the
minority of eight of the respondents representing 1.7% disagreed with
this assertion. The decision of the majority of the respondents is a re-
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enforcement of the opinions of the following researchers whose work
were cited in the review of literatures, Amuta (2001), Inyang (2009)
and Linus (2015) that all associated kidnapping to the endemic rate of
youth joblessness and citing the widely acknowledged adage, which
says that “an idle man is the devil’s workshop” and noted that there
are uncountable able-bodied men and women in Nigeria roaming the
streets in search of non existing job which out of frustration together
with mounting responsibilities to tackle many idle young persons
have ventured into criminal activities of which kidnapping are not an
exemption.
Item No. 4 affirmed that Proliferation of Arms with military uniforms
and politicians patronises miscreants enhances kidnapping. Out of a
total of 472 respondents, a majority of 426 respondents representing
90.25% agreed that Proliferation of Arms with military uniforms and
politicians patronises miscreants enhances kidnapping. While the
minority of 46 of the respondents representing 9.75% disagreed with
this assertion. The claimed of the majority is supported by Oluyinmi
(2004) and Ukandu (2011), who both have affirmed that societies that
this is especially true of Nigeria where after the Nigeria-Biafra
encounter, arms proliferation of various types were made available in
towns and even villages across the nation. Patterns of violent crimes
here imply the ways, methods of operation and the structure that is
exhibited and utilized during violent crimes in Nigeria.
Item No. 5 affirmed that Moral Decadence and Quest to Get Rich
Quick Syndrome among youths predisposes them to kidnapping. Out
of a total of 472 respondents, a majority of 466 respondents
representing 98.93% agreed that Moral Decadence and Quest to Get
Rich Quick Syndrome among youths predisposes them to kidnapping.
While the minority of six of the respondents representing 1.27%
disagreed with this assertion. The claimed of the majority is supported
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by Ubong (2013) and Inyang (2009) who both established these in his
proposition that in Nigeria, nobody asks questions on how people
make their wealth. He contended that a poor person today, can show
up with an expensive car tomorrow and nobody dare to question the
sudden wealth. He further asserted that people who have donated
money to develop their communities are rewarded with chieftaincy
titles thereby creating a wrong impression in the minds of Nigerian
youth who thereafter take to kidnapping.
Item No. 6 affirmed that Government lacks of equity and fairness in
the business of governance causes kidnapping. Out of a total of 472
respondents, a majority of 464 respondents representing 98.31%)
agreed that Government lacks of equity and fairness in the business of
governance causes kidnapping. While the minority of eight of the
respondents representing 1.7% disagreed with this assertion. The
claimed of the majority is supported by Arewa (2013) briefly pointed
out that as a result upon the collapse of the parliamentary system in
Nigeria through degeneration and revolutionary ouster, the state, its
laws and institutions became dedicated instruments of despots and
political forces and allowed to slip deeper and deeper in the mire of
corruption and malfeasance far beyond the transformation. This view
is collaborated by Igbuzor (2011) who sees the state of insecurity in
Nigeria as a function of government failure. This manifests in the
incapacity of government to deliver public goods to its citizens. This
lack of basic necessities by the Nigerian people has created a growing
army of frustrated people who resort to violence at the slightest
provocation or opportunity.
Item No. 7 affirmed that inadequate equipping of law enforcement
Agencies and corruptions makes them lack the will power to combat
kidnapping. Out of a total of 472 respondents, a majority of 456
respondents representing 98.93% agreed that inadequate equipping of
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law enforcement Agencies and corruptions makes them lack the will
power to combat kidnapping. While the minority of eight of the
respondents representing 1.7% disagreed with this assertion. The
claimed of the majority is supported by Thon-Otuya (2010) who
posited that most of the kidnaps carried out by the militant that their
victims are always ferried to the creek for custody. She further asserts
that the Nigerian navy does not have enough functional equipment to
monitor and secure the porous water way. The police and the customs
are also ill equipped to match the sophisticated weapons been used by
these hoodlum. Apart from inadequate equipment, the members of the
law enforcement agents are corrupt and lack will power to fight the
criminals to conclusive end.
Item No. 8 affirmed that the increase of kidnapping is connected with
high use and trafficking of hard drugs. Out of a total of four 472
respondents, a majority of 460 respondents representing 97.46%)
agreed that the increase of kidnapping is connected with high use and
trafficking of hard drugs. While the minority of twelve of the
respondents representing 2.54% disagreed with this assertion. The
claimed of the majority is supported by Okoli (2009) who averred that
the increase of kidnapping is connected to high use and trafficking of
hard drugs. The use of hard drugs no doubt leads to violent crimes
such as kidnapping and armed robbery within the country. Several
drug sale joints are emerging everyday where criminal activities are
planned, perfected and executed.
Research Question 2: - What Are the Roles of the Church in
Curbing Kidnapping in Ogun State? Those that admitted that each
of the eight (8) items that are strategies that can be used by the
church to curb kidnappings were above 65% and above in each case.
Conversely, in the opinion of the respondents; they are in agreement
with the following statements:
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Item No. 1 affirmed that the Church as agents of societal ethics has
been saddled with the responsibility of impacting societal ethical
values. Out of a total of 472 respondents, a total of the majority of
468 respondents representing tone hundred (100%) percent agreed
that the Church as agents of societal ethics has been saddled with the
responsibility of impacting societal ethical values. The decision of
the total respondents validates Religion and Education Policy (2005)
that Religious Education is therefore an educational program for
teaching and learning about religion in its broadest sense, about
religions, and about religious diversity in the world. It pursues a
balanced approach to teaching and learning about religion. It
provides opportunities for both a deeper sense of self-realization and
broader civil acceptance of others. It can facilitate the development
of both empathetic appreciation and critical analysis.
Item No. 2 affirmed that the Church should teach that people must
be moved by a sense of honour, respect or dignity to avoid criminal
actions. Out of a total of 472 respondents, a majority of 468
respondents representing 99.15% agreed that the Church should teach
that people must be moved by a sense of honour, respect or dignity to
avoid criminal actions. While the minority of four of the respondents
representing 0.85% disagreed with this assertion. The decision of the
majority was affirmed by Aristotle who opined that many people
abstain from crimes because of their fear of penalties. They are never
moved by a sense of honour, respect or dignity to avoid criminal
actions.
Item No. 3 affirmed that the focal teaching of religious ethics should
be that people must behave in such a way that will take into
consideration the interest of others around us or who our behaviour
could affect. Out of a total of 472 respondents, a majority of 468
respondents representing 99.15% agreed that the focal teaching of
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religious ethics should be that people must behave in such a way that
will take into consideration the interest of others around us or who our
behaviour could affect. While the minority of four of the respondents
representing 0.85% disagreed with this assertion. The vast majority of
the respondents were validated by Olulowo (2018) who defined
Church or Biblical education as those activities designed to induct
each newly converted into the attitudes, beliefs and practices of the
church therefore by perpetuating the church and at the same time
providing for the individual with the opportunity to be connected with
what is the will of God and the expectation of God for his life. It is
also defined as the process by which any church coaches and trains its
members, especially the young in its beliefs and practices.
Item No. 4 affirmed that the church ethical agents should teach Bible
ethics in the power of the Holy Spirit for it to make the needed impact
and bring about behavioural and attitudinal change Out of a total of
472 respondents, a majority of 466 respondents representing 98.75%
agreed that the church ethical agents should teach Bible ethics in the
power of the Holy Spirit for it to make the needed impact and bring
about behavioural and attitudinal change. While the minority of seven
of the respondents representing 1.27% disagreed with this assertion.
The decision of the majority validates Ayantayo (2009) noted further
that in Christianity, the Holy Spirit constitutes an agent of imbibing
religious ethics. This He, does by inspiring Christians, motivating
them to do whatsoever is right. Ayantayo (2009) also validates the
decision of majority of respondents to Item No. 5 whichaffirmed that
the Church ethical agents must encourage baptism of the Holy Spirit
for parishioners that have been saved; because he inspires Christians,
motivating them to do whatsoever is right. Out of a total of 472
respondents, a majority of four hundred and sixty eight (468)
respondents representing 99.15% agreed that the Church ethical
agents must are encourage baptism of the Holy Spirit for parishioners
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that have been saved; because he inspires Christians, motivating them
to do whatsoever is right. While the minority of four of the
respondents representing 0.85% disagreed with this assertion.
Item No. 6 affirmed that Church should encourage Christian education
centres such as seminary, mission schools, monasteries and convents,
hospitals, rehabilitation centres, leprosaria who themselves are
responsible agents for inculcating social ethics. Out of a total of 472
respondents, a majority of 468 respondents representing 99.15%
agreed that Church should encourage Christian education centres such
as seminary, mission schools, monasteries and convents, hospitals,
rehabilitation centres, leprosaria who themselves are responsible
agents for inculcating social ethics. While the minority of four of the
respondents representing 0.85% disagreed with this assertion. Dealing
with issues of violent crimes such as kidnapping the church need to
fully equip and engaged all her education centres as mentioned above
who are also themselves agents for inculcating social ethics.
Item No. 7 affirmed that Societal agents of ethical code and conduct
are the combination of both secular and religious leaders such as
Kings and paramount rulers; Leaders of clans and villages; the head
of families’ e. t. c. Out of a total of 472 respondents, a majority of 456
respondents representing 96.61% agreed that Societal agents of
ethical code and conduct are the combination of both secular and
religious leaders such as Kings and paramount rulers; Leaders of
clans and villages; the head of families’ e. t. c. While the minority of
four of the respondents representing 0.85% disagreed with this
assertion. Religion and Education Policy (2005) validates advocated
for a synergy of styles and methods of both the secular and the sacred
in combating crimes especially kidnappings.. It creates a context in
which people can increase their understanding of themselves and
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others develop powers of critical reflection in thinking through
problems of religious or moral concern.
Item No. 8 affirmed that the church should therefore use their every
opportunity at their disposal to influence political leaders and other
secular leaders in the church to make policies that will reduce the high
level of poverty and unemployment in the country. Out of a total of
472 respondents, a majority of 310 respondents representing 65.68%
agreed that the church should therefore use their every opportunity at
their disposal to influence political leaders and other secular leaders in
the church to make policies that will reduce the high level of poverty
and unemployment in the country. While the minority of 162 of the
respondents representing 34.32% disagreed with this assertion. These
writers totally agree with the majority of the respondents because
majority of potential perpetrator of any crime at least attend church or
any other religious worship house or centre. And if the worship leaders
do not play game or compromised their assignment and faithfully carry
out every assignment in the power of the Holy Spirit. Most of the
tendencies to commit crimes can be destroy before they bloom and
blossom.
Conclusion and Recommendations
The paper concludes and affirmed the existence of kidnappers has
become a thorn in the flesh of many citizens and foreigners domicile
in Ogun state South West Nigeria. Kidnapping is growing at an
extraordinary rate across the State. People’s movements to their
working places have been hampered by the fear of kidnappers. The
paper examine causes of kidnapping, highlights its consequences and
scrutinize the roles of schools, religious organisation and government
in tackling kidnapping as a social problem. The nature of
Kidnappings in the state is in no way having any political undertone
but is mostly associated with quest for ransom, revenge and rituals
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and it poses the following threats to: the life of the entire citizens of
the State, the growth and development of the economy of the State, it
impacted more negatively on the growth and development of
Churches in the State. The prevalence of kidnappings create an
ambience of fear, distrust and worries among members of the church,
affects their personal spiritual growth and cause a dwindling in their
morale in church attendance and commitments especially to programs
that would aids church growth and developments. It reduces the
fruitfulness of the church to the barest minimum because at such time
the church cannot be at her best in terms of evangelism, outreaches,
giving, discipleship and mentoring. This paper is advocating Christian
Religious education by exposing young adults to ethics and ethical
values of the Bible. The study takes advantage of the power of the
word of God not only to fill people with knowledge but also to impact
behavioural change in people. Therefore, the study will offer
recommendations to all stakeholders on the issue of crime
managements and control such as parents, kings and paramount
rulers, community leaders, Policemen and women, the military and
paramilitary people, politicians, civil servants and public office
holders, the school administrators, teachers, counselors, church
ministers and the laymen alike. They will be helped in their advocacy
against kidnapping. It, thus, put the collective responsibility on these
stakeholders to find solutions to this social problem. But the study
sought to investigate the potency of the church to curb and manage
the prevalence of kidnapping in Ogun State Nigeria. Thus the study
has recommended that should the Church engage in the following
roles it will curb the problems of kidnapping:
1. The Church must teach unapologetically that people must be
moved by a sense of honour, respect or dignity to avoid criminal
actions. People must also be taught to think and put into
consideration before taking any actions what would be the likely
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2.

3.

4.

5.

consequences of their purported actions on themselves immediate
family and the society at large.
The church should lead the society to establish neighbourhood
watch groups in towns and villages in Ogun State. These
neighbourhoods watch groups whose function is to compliment the
effort of the security personnel’s, they are to be equipped with
operational facilities so as to send messages to police to give
information on security situation in their localities regarding the
activities of the kidnappers. These watch groups should regularly
be visiting hideouts in their areas so as to monitor the activities of
the hoodlums.
The church should use her influence to encourage those in the
decision making body of the Government to try to do something
and make policies and laws that will stem down the endemic rate
of poverty in the society and allow for massive creation of jobs and
job opportunities as well as creating a conducive environment, so
that private sectors can create jobs for the young generation. This
is very necessary to shield our teeming unemployed youths from
criminality.
The Church should also canvass for those found culpable of the
offense of kidnapping to be properly brought to book. This will
serve as example for others who might be thinking of going into
kidnapping as means of livelihood in the nearest future. The entire
respondents were of the view that if the government of the country
need to equip the Police of the country well with arms and
ammunitions, communication gargets and other regarding so as to
have confidence to be able to combat the activities of the
kidnappers.
The entire respondents were of the view that if the government of
the country need to equip the Police of the country well with arms
and ammunitions, communication gargets and other regarding so
as to have confidence to be able to combat the activities of the
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kidnappers. The church should encourage those in the government
to do more especially in equipping the security agencies that are at
the fore front fighting crimes.
6. To prevent rural urban drift of the youths, the Church should
encourage the government to develop rural areas by providing
them the needed social amenities such as good road networks, pipe
borne water and electricity which will make life easy for the
people of the State and also create enabling environment for the
development of small scale industries.
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